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Let b,(t) denote special atoms, b: I-x, II) + R, b(t) = 1/2x or for any interval I in 
I--n, n), b(t) = -IIl-““xR(t) + IZI-“P~L(t), L is the left half of I, R the right half; 
111 denotes length of I and xB the characteristic function of E. For f < p < co, let 
BP= (f: I-n,~)-+ R; f(t)=Ca,b,(t), (*) JJa,l < co). We endow B’ with the 
norm [lfllsD = Inf C la,I, where the infimum is taken over all possible represen- 
tations off: If (*) is replaced by C la,lp < co, the space BP will be called Cp with 
“norm” IIf&., = Inf 2 la,lp. Then we have 
THEOREM A. Let ; ( p,,< 1 ( p, < co. Suppose T is a sublinear operator 
satisfying m(TJ a) < (Mi/a IlfllePi)P’, i = 0, 1, where m(Tf, a) is the Lebesgue 
measure of (x: / Tf(x)l > a). Zf 1 < p < p, < 03, then (1 Tf lip, < KM’,M:-’ Ml,, 
with 0 < t < 1, K an absolute constant. If f < p0 < p ,< 1, then I( Tfll,, < 
KW44-‘(llf llcJ”p with 0 < t < 1, K an absolute constant. 
THEOREM B. Let i < qi, pi < 1, i = 1, 2, assume T is a linear operator 
satisfying /I Tf llBqi < Mi Ilf lIspi, i = 1,2, then II Tf IID4 < KM:M:? Ilf lIspI for 
p, < P < Pz, 4, < 9 < 42, 0 < t < 1. 
Note. IIf lip4 = ((q/p) 1,” (J*(t) t”p)q(dt/t))“q, where f * is the decreasing 
rearrangement off, 0 < p, q < co. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We define the space B{ = {f: T-t IR; f(t) = Cfinite c,b,(t)} for 
f ( p ( co, where T is the unit circle in the plane (which we may identify in 
the usual way with [-71, rr)). Bf, is endowed with the norm Il.&; = 
InfCtinite IC,I (*I, h w ere the infimum is taken over all possible represen- 
tations of J: Each b, is a special p-atom, that is, a real valued function b, 
defined on T, which is either b(t)= 1/2n or b(t)= --IZl-““xR(f) + 
IZl-“pxL(t), with Z an interval on T, L is the left half of Z and R is the right 
* Some ideas in this paper were created while the author was partially supported by CNP; 
Brazilian Research Council as a Ph. D. student. 
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half. 11) denotes length of I and xE the characteristic function of E. Then we 
define the space BP as being the completion of B{ under norm ]] ]lBs. We may 
say f E BP if there is a sequence b,, b,, b ,,..., b, ,... of special p-atoms and a 
sequence c, , c2 ,..., c, ,... of numbers such that C,“, ]c, 1 < co and f(t) = 
Cn”, c, b,(t). Th e norm in BP is ]]f]lea = Inf C,“i ]c,], where the inlimum is 
taken over all possible representations of f: If (*) is replaced by Iif]] = 
Inf Cnnite ]c,Ip, the corresponding space will be called Cp with “norm”, 
llf llcP = Inf Cn” 1 I c, IP. 
These spaces were originally introduced by the author in 121. To make the 
presentation reasonably self-contained, we shall include a resume of pertinent 
results on these spaces. For a more detailed exposition and for proofs, the 
reader is referred to [2,4, 51. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
THEOREM 2.1 (Holder’s type inequality). If f E BP and g E Lip a, then 
IITf(f)g(t)dtI G IlfllifPII gllLipu9 where a = l/p - 1 for 4 ( p < 1. g E Lip a 
provided that g is continuous on T and 
I/ Al Lipa = :U,! &+h)- g(x) < co h” 
x 
We point out that a similar result holds for 1 < p < 00 involving the 
derivative of functions in Lip l/p and for p = 1. The derivative of the 
continuous functions g on T for which I g(x + h) + g(x - h) - 2g(x)l< Mh. 
THEOREM 2.2. Zf f E BP and g E Lip a then 
Ilf IL- = ,i,,su~<, / lTf(t) g(t) dt / 3 
Lap (2 
II Al Lip a = ,,fyypC 1 f(t) g(t) dt 9 
BP 
a satisfies the same condition as in the previous theorem. (From now on a 
will be as in these theorems.) 
Observe that for g fixed, g E Lip a, the mapping w,(j) = fTf (t) g(t) dt, for 
all f E BP, is clearly linear. Moreover Theorem 2.1 asserts that v, is a 
bounded linear functional on BP. As a matter of fact we have (see [2,4,5]). 
THEOREM 2.3 (Duality Theorem). w is a bounded linear functional on 
BP tf and only if there is a unique g E Lip a such that w = vR. Moreover the 
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mapping 4: Lip a + dual of B p defined by 4(g) = wp is an isometric 
isomorphism. 
The next result is originally due to O’Neil [7]. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let T be an operator which takes functions whose 
domain is n-space into functions whose domain is a metric space. T will be 
said to be of Holder type (a, /I) norm N if for g = Tf, If(x) -f(x - h)l < 
A /h la for all x and h implies 1 g(u) - g(v)] < NA ]U - u ]’ for all u and u, 
I u - u I, denoting the distance between u and U. 
Note that the definition just says T maps boundedly Lip a into Lipp. 
THEOREM 2.5 (O’Neil). LetO~a,~a,~l,p,~0,8,~0. Let Tbea 
linear operator taking functions whose domain is n-space into functions 
whose domain is n-space into functions whose domain is a metric space. If T 
is simultaneously of Holder type (a,, B,) norm N, and Holder type (a,, /3,) 
norm N, , then T is of Holder type (a, B) norm N for all 0 < t < 1 with 
a=a,=a,(l-t)+a,t, P=P,=Po(l-t)+P*t~ 
N<R,. N;. Nf-‘, 
where R, depends only on the dimension of n-space. 
Let f be a real valued measurable function defined on T. For y > 0, let 
m(f y) = m(lf ], y) = ](x: If(x)1 > y}]. m(f, y) is called distribution offi ] . ] 
means the Lebesgue measure on T. m(f, y) is non-negative, nonincreasing 
and continuous from the right. 
It is easily shown that 
jT If (4 dx = jam mdf, u> d.. 
If we call E, = {x: ] f (x)] > y} then l? mdf y) dy = jr Ir&Jx) a!x dy. 
Observing that ~t~,,,~~,,l(y) = xE,(x) and using Fubini’s theorem we get 
= J^ T If( dx. 
Furthermore, for p > 0 
m(lf Ip, Y) = IP; If(x > Y/I = I@; If( > Y”‘Il 
= mV; y’lp) 
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As usual, a functionf for which ]]f]], < co, is said to be in L,. We shall say 
that a measurable function f belongs to L(p, q) if ]]f I],, = 
((q/p) lp (f*(t)~“~)“(dt/t))“~ < co, for 0 <p < co, 0 < q < 03, wheref* is 
the decreasing rearrangement off, f*(t) = Inf{ y; m(f, y) < t}. Observe that 
L(p,p) is the usual L,-space. For q = 00 the space L(p, co) is well known 
as weak L,-space. Equivalently, f belongs to L(p, co), if there exists a 
positive number A such that m(f, y) < (A/Y)~, 0 < p < co. The L(p, q) 
spaces were extensively studied by Hunt in [6], while Marcienkiewcz was the 
first who used the weak L, conditions in the theory of interpolation of 
operators. 
The least constant A in the definition of weak L, is considered as “norm” 
in L(p, co). We point out that such a constant is not a genuine norm for 
0 < p < co. But if p > 1 one can, however, find a norm which is equivalent 
to such least constant A so that L(p, co) with this norm becomes a Banach 
space. One can show that L( 1, co) is complete but not a normable space. 
Finally, in general ]]f]],, is not a norm, since the triangle inequality may 
fail. However, one can find a norm equivalent to ]]f]],, under some 
restrictions on p and q, and thus for those values, L(p, q) becomes a Banach 
space. 
We recall that L, is continuously embedded in L(p, co). In fact IIf]]“, = 
p j: sP-‘mdf s) ds > p 1: sp-lm(f, s) ds > pmdf, y) I; sp-’ ds, so that 
Ilfll~ > Nf, Y)Y~, thus ML Y> < (Ilfll,l~>~. 
T* denotes the adjoint of T. That is, if T: X + Y is a linear operator with 
X and Y being Banach spaces, T* is defined as a linear operator from Y* 
into X* by T*y/ = w o T, where Y* and X* are the duals of Y and X 
respectively and o is the composition of functions. 
A sublinear operator T is a mapping from linear space of measurable 
functions defined on a measure space into measurable functions defined on 
another measure space satisfying: 
(i) I T(f -i- g)(x)] < I Tf(x)] + ] Tg(x)l almost everywhere, 
(ii) 1 Tctfl = ]a I I Tfl, whenever a is a scalar and f is in domain of T. 
A sublinear operator T: X-+ Y is said to be bounded if ]I TII = sup{]] TfII,,: 
llf II, s 11 < 03. 
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3. INTERPOLATION THEOREMS 
In this section we present wo theorems on the interpolation of operators 
acting on BP spaces. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f < p0 < 1 < p, < co. Suppose T is a sublinear 
operator mapping T: Bpi + L(p,, co), i = 0, 1, boundedly with norm Mi, that 
is, 
or (3.2) 
t”Vy*(t) < Mi I/j&i, i=O, 1. 
If 1 < p < p, < oc, then T: BP -+ L(p, 1) boundedly with norm M. Moreover 
M < KMkM: -‘, where k is a constant depending only on p,, ,p, and p, l/p = 
t/p,,+(l-t)/p,, O<t<l. If f<p,,(p<l, then T:Cp+L(p,p) with 
II VII, < kM;M: -t(llfIlcJ”P~ where k is an absolute as above and l/p = 
t/p,+(l-t)/p,,O<t< 1. 
Proof. Let us first suppose 1 < p < p1 < co. Let f be a special p-atom. 
That is,f(t) = -lIl-““~~(t) + lZl-““~~(t). Thus IZJ”p-“plf(t) is a special pi- 
atom in Bpi, i = 0, 1. Therefore llj$~i < IZ)“pi-“p consequently using (3.2) 
we get 
Mi III CP-Pi)lPPi 
V*(t) < t’lPi ’ 
i=O, 1. (3.3) 
We now evaluate I( Tfjl,, using the definition of L(p, 1) norm. (See 
comments right after Theorem 2.5.) We have 
p /I rfllpl = lom Tf*(t) t”p-’ dt 
=~Tf*(t)tllP-‘dt+~~ Tf*(t) t’lP- ’ dt, 
0 0 
where (T is an arbitrary positive number. Then (3.3) implies that 
)I rfllpl <v&M, I~~((P-PI)/PPI)~((PI-P)/PIP) 
I 
+- PO MolIl ~(P-Po~lPP,~~~~o-P~lPoP~ 
P - PO 
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As o is arbitrary we may take u = B IZ), where B is a constant hat we will 
determine later. Thus we get 
j,,fB(PO-P)/PPO I (3.4) 
Since B is arbitrary, we may replace B by the value that minimizes the 
expression on the right hand side of (3.4). Namely, we consider the function 
0) =p+ 
MOB(I)O-P’/% PI 1 M #PI-P’/PP’ 
0 PI-P ’ 
we find B = (Mo/M,)(popl’~pl-pO gives a minimum for g. Substituting this 
value in (3.4), 
IIvllpl G& ~~+((Po-P)I(PI-Po)).(PIIP) 
0 
. M~(P-Po)l(PI-Po)).PIIP 
+p1 ~l+((P-P’)I(P’-Po)).PolP 
PI-P ’ 
. M~(PI-P)/(PI-Po)).PoIP (3.5) 
Observe that (P~/P)~(P-P,)/(P,-P,))+(P~/P).((P,-P)/(P,-P,))= 1. 
Taking t = (PO/P) * ((PI - P)/(P1- PO)) and 1 - t = (PI/P) * ((P - PO)/ 
(pl - po)), then l/p = t/p0 + (1 - t)/p,, 0 < t < 1, and thus (3.5) becomes 
Consequently, if h(t) = Cfinite n n c b (t), where b,‘s are special p-atoms of type 
f, we have 
PO where k =- 
P - PO 
+--&. (3.6) 
That is, the theorem is proved for a dense subspace of BP, namely, Bf,, so it 
can be extended to all BP, preserving the inequality (3.6) in BP. 
Then IITfjl,, < kML. M:-’ IlfllBP. The proof is completed for 
1 < p < p, < co. Consider the case j < p. < p < 1. 
Let f(t) = -[Zl-““~~(t) + IZl-“pxL(t), therefore 
llfllBPi < Iz((p-pi”Ppi, i=O, 1. (3.7) 
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Similar to the above, we now evaluate 11 Tfll,,: 
+)/I rflli, = loa, ap-‘m(rf, a) da 
= 
I 
v 
a”-‘m(Tf, a) da + 
0 I 
co 
a”-‘m(Tf, a) da, 
0 
Then (3.2) implies that 
$ II Vll~, G (MO IlfbdPo 6 apepoe’ da 
+ (M, Ilfllp)P’ row ap-pi-’ da. 
Using (3.7) and the hypothesis on p’s we obtain 
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u > 0. 
+ ,I T-/lip < ,y;, I~I(p-pO)/paP-PO I ,MJ’, ~~~(P-pd~p~P-Pl~ 
1 
As o is arbitrary we may take (I = B lZl-“p, where B is a constant to be 
determined. We get 
+ll;,-G~ BP-PO + MT’ 
P - PO G-F Bp-p’. 
(3.8) 
Since B > 0 is arbitrary, replace B by the value that makes the expression 
minimal, namely, take B = (A4~‘/Mo ) p0 l’(pl-pO). Substituting in (3.8) 
)I Tfll, < + &)“’ M~Po/P’.((PI-P)/(PI-PO)) 
1 
. ~~PIIP~‘~~P--Po~I~PI--Po~~ 
(3.9) 
Observe that WP>. KP-P~/A --Pi))+ (P~/P). 0, -P)/(P, -poll = 1 as 
before, so that (3.9) becomes 
II=II,,< ( *+&)“p .kl;A4-*. 0 1 
Consequently, if h(t) = C nnlte c,b,(t) where b,‘s are special p-atoms of type 
f, we have 
ilThII;p< 1 Ic,IpIIT4zII;p 
finite 
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where (3.10) 
. 
Using the same argument as before, iff E Cp, then (3.10) implies that 
11 Ullpp < K~b~;-‘(llfll,)“P. 
The proof is complete. 
The next interpolation theorem can be regarded as an application of 
Theorem 2.5 (O’Neil’s theorem) and Theorem 2.3 (Duality theorem). 
THEOREM 3.11. Let ~ < qi, pi < 1, i = 1, 2. Assume that T is a linear 
mapping T: Bpi + Bqi boundedly with norm Mi, i = 1,2. Then T: BP + Bq 
boundedly with norm M, satisfying M < KM: - ikf- ‘, where K is an absolute 
constant and for 0 < t < 1, l/p = t/p, + (1 - t)/p2, l/q = t/q, + (1 - t)/q,. 
Proof: By definition, T*: (Bqi)* + (Bpi)*, i = 1, 2. Thus by Theorem 2.3 
(Duality theorem) T*: Lip pi+ Lip ai, i = 1, 2, boundedly with norm Mi, 
where ai and pi are just as in Theorem 2.1. Applying Theorem 2.5 (O’Neil’s 
theorem) it follows that T*: Lip 01 --t Lip p with 11 T* II < KM{ . &I-‘, 
a=a,t+(l--)a, and/?=P,t+(1-t)/3z,0<t<1. Usingoncemorethe 
duality theorem we get 
T*: (B”)* + (BP)*, where/?=+- 1 and a=$- 1. (3.12) 
The boundedness of (3.12) is enough to guarantee the boundedness of 
T. BP + Bq. 
First of all, observe that indeed if h E BP then Th E Bq. In fact, let 
$ E (Bq)*. Then Q = #1 + &, where #1 E (Bql)* and & E (Bq2)* (for details 
of this decomposition, see [7]). Therefore T*# = T*/, + T*#, = (, o T + 
& 0 T = ($1 + (*) o T. Thus T*# = 4 0 T, since for any h E BP, (T*g)(h) is 
well-defined and as (T*#)(h) = #(Th) it follows that Th E Bq. 
For the boundedness of T, let 4 E (Bq)*. Then T*# = 4 o T, where $y’) = 
.I‘,f(t) g(t) dt with g E Lip ,8. 
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By definition of ]I T* 1) we have 
II T* II = ,,r,;~y,, IIT*%,P,* 
= ll;;y, II Th 1184 = 11 Tll. 
For the last two steps we used Theorem 2.2. Therefore Theorem 2.5 applied 
to T* implies ]I Th (lB4 < KM~iM-’ for any h in the unit ball of BP; Theorem 
3.11 follows immediately. 
One of the important features of the space BP is that it can be identified 
with the space of analytic functions f on the disk ID = {z E C; Iz] < 1 } 
satisfying 
I 2s 
!I 
If(reie)l(l - T)“~-* dOdr < co. o o 
The spaces were introduced by P. L. Duren, B. W. Romberg and A. L. 
Shields in [ 11. With this identification one can say that BP is a real charac- 
terization of such spaces. For details about this identification refer to [4,5]. 
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